Connection and Collaboration
Virtual Symposium
hosted by The University of Iowa
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 2017
9:00 AM – 5:00 PM (EASTERN)

Speakers on the art and science of simulation as a tool for transportation safety research.

Kickoff presentations for the first projects for the new themes:
- Automated vehicles technology
- Connected vehicles technology
- Vulnerable road users
- Roadway infrastructure design
- Distributed simulation technology

Panel discussion with advisory board members who review proposals submitted to for funding.

We need your input! Join us in a workshop to brainstorm how we will design a simulation boot camp. What do you think researchers new to simulation need to know?

Since this is a virtual symposium hosted as an online meeting we expect that people will come and go during the day as their schedule requires. Of course we hope you will be able to attend several sessions during the day.

Please register before September 30, 2017 by going to https://safersim.wufoo.com/forms/m16x7j6t1rqczt1/

Your confirmation letter contains instructions about joining the webinar. If you have any questions, please call Jacob Heiden, 319-335-4786 or email jacob-heiden@uiowa.edu or safersim@uiowa.edu.